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Mario Jauregui is a Partner based out of Albert and Mackenzie’s Encino office. He is
firmly committed to achieving the best results for each client’s specific needs.

In his workers’ compensation defense career, Mario has obtained several fraud
convictions, a Take Nothing, and successfully identified falsehoods and inapplicable
concepts of the law in doctor reports. Prior to joining Albert and Mackenzie, Mario
worked with the Los Angeles City Attorney as a volunteer Deputy Prosecutor.
Following that, he was with a workers’ compensation defense firm in West
Hollywood.

Mario grew up in Inglewood, California. In his spare time, Mario enjoys spending
time with his family and is interested in fitness. His favorite place in the world is
nonetheless his home, followed by somewhere tropical.

Mario’s first-ever job was at a local campus restaurant at the University of California
Los Angeles during his freshman year of college. When it comes to sports, Mario is
rooting for the Dodgers, Lakers, and Rams. If he had the opportunity to select any
individual to be his mentor, it would be Barack Obama.

Visiting New York is number one on Mario’s bucket list. He lives by the words, “Stay
ready and you don’t have to get ready.” Fun fact: Mario is an Eagle Scout –he has
been camping well over 100 times.

EDUCATION

Golden Gate University School of Law – Juris Doctor•

UCLA – B.A. in Psychology•

ADMISSIONS

State Bar of California•

Specialties: Post-termination
defense, all workers’
compensation issues and
settlement

Related Services
Workers’ Compensation Defense

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)

Subrogation

§132a Discrimination

§4553 Serious and Willful Misconduct
Claims

Walk Through Settlements

Rating Consultation
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818-650-6900

ENCINO, CA

WCAB VENUES COVERED:
BAKERSFIELD, LONG BEACH, LOS ANGELES, MARINA DEL REY, POMONA,
VAN NUYS
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